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President’s Corner

The new wirers for the TR8 FI harness are now being installed into
a new harness, see below.
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The original 81 harness is being used as the blueprint for the new
harness. Both are side by side as the build is moving forward, see
below.
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Stay tuned for the next status update.
“Triumphs Live On”
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TSWFL Event Calendar
July
15th

Monthly TSWFL Member
Gathering at Perkins in N.
Fort Myers at 13620
Cleveland Ave.
5:30 to 7:00 p.m. for
socializing and food,
meeting at 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

TSWFL

Dennis McKinley - President
Dennis-mckinley@comcast.net

17th

Cruise to Bailey-Matthews
Shell Museum followed by
lunch at The Island Cow on
Sanibel Island

TSWFL

Dan Tiedge – Activity Director
dctiedge@gmail.com

19th

Monthly TSWFL Member
Gathering at Perkins in N.
Fort Myers at 13620
Cleveland Ave.
5:30 to 7:00 p.m. for
socializing and food,
meeting at 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.

TSWFL

Dennis McKinley - President
Dennis-mckinley@comcast.net

?

Club activity To Be Determined

Sept

Being Planned

Aug

Dan Tiedge – Activity Director
dctiedge@gmail.com
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Newsletter Director’s Corner
The Tech Corner this month is a very
interesting article on improving TR
performance.

Back Issues
2019 Back Issues

On the left you will find links to previous issues
of the Newsletter. Just click on the highlighted
text. You can also navigate this Newsletter by
clicking on the desired heading in the “Inside
this Issue” box on the previous page.

2020 Back Issues
January 2021
TR250/TR6 Soft Top
Installation
February 2021
The Saga of the Coker Redline
Tires

A reminder, the new and updated Member’s
scrapbook can be seen by clicking the following
link. Any comments, additions or deletions are
welcome.

March 2021
Chrome Restoration

If anyone has any suggestions or topics of
interest, please let me know. I can be
reached at (508) 360-6303 or by e-mail at:

April 2021
Triumph TR4: Buying Guide and

Review (1961-1967)

TSWFL.Newsletter@gmail.com

May 2021

Rich Weiss
Newsletter Director

10 Auto Restoration Dos and Don’ts

How to Make the Most of your
Restoration Project

Treasurer's Report for June 2021
$8,012.58
90.00
_________
$8,102.58

Beginning balance as of 6-1-21
Deposits – Membership renewals
Balance as of 6-30-21
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Member’s Corner
One of our members, Fred Farrell, has been taken ill so we wish him a fast recovery. As a result, he his abandoning
his TR3a restoration project and has items for sale. See the for-sale section of the Newsletter for details.
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Activities Corner
A Cruise to Calusa Nature Center and Planetarium, Fort Myers, FL
Authors: Dan Tiedge/Cynthia Mahoney

Fifteen TSWFL members and friends enjoyed breakfast out and a guided tour of Calusa Nature Center and
Planetarium in Ft. Myers on Saturday, June 12, 2021. The event marked our second in-person activity since the
Covid-19 pandemic started to ease with the onset of vaccines. People are ready to get out and about!
Given the unsettled nature of June weather in Southwest Florida, only two Triumphs made the trip – both with
roofs and air-conditioning. Hats off to Dennis McKinley and Ed Major for keeping their Triumphs on the road!
Keke’s Breakfast Cafe in Fort Myers provided a great breakfast. Old friendships were re-kindled and new
relationships were formed as we were sandwiched into a booth for four supplemented by another two tables! It
seems one side of the restaurant was wide open and void of any customers because the server for that area was
not working that Saturday morning! We had a great time. Order the Florida Pancakes!

Calusa Nature Center & Planetarium has been a part of the Southwest Florida community for nearly 50 years!
Their mission, inspiring people to connect with nature, is accomplished by educating both children and adults
about SWFL’s unique ecosystem and environmental issues concerning our area. Calusa provides a holistic
environmental education program encompassing all areas from astronomy to ecology. The 105-acre site is home
to many rescue animals, butterfly, and bird aviaries, two nature trails, SWFL's only planetarium theater, and
more!
Our group tour was led by Rebecca Wadman, Calusa’s Environmental Education
Coordinator! Rebecca did a fine job on our interactive guided nature walk,
lecturing as she led us through the Nature History Museum, featuring fossils and
other artifacts, the butterfly and flower
house, and down the Pine Loop Trail,
one of the trails that venture into and
through the grounds.
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Activities Corner - continued

We learned about native and invasive plants, palms, pine trees, butterflies, bald eagles, and black vultures!
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Activities Corner - continued
The nature walk was followed by a show in the Center’s 44-foot diameter, full dome planetarium.

Meteorite

NASA telescope
Planetarium “sky”.

When the lights went down, we saw the evening sky of Southwest Florida. We were shown which planets were
visible in the night sky, followed by a video about the Sun projected on the dome over our heads.
The two-hour, guided tour of Calusa concluded with a live animal show, where we saw, learned, and got up
front and cozy with lizards, reptiles, turtles, snakes, and others – again, both native and invasive!
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Activities Corner - continued

Reptile Specialist

Veiled lizard

Baby gator

Baby corn snake

The separate room for snakes. Room heated to high 80’s to keep them comfortable
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Tech Corner
Six Pack: Easy Triumph TR6 Performance Upgrades
Posted in Drivetrain | From the Jan. 2007 issue, submitted by Rich Weiss

The TR6 can climb from zero to 60 mph in 10 seconds. At least, that’s what Triumph claimed early in the car’s production
history.
These numbers have always seemed pretty ambitious to us, as 12 to 14 seconds seems normal for TR6s in the real world.
However, even if we give Triumph the benefit of the doubt, those acceleration numbers are pretty lackluster in these days
of 10-second minivans. While the TR6 is a beautiful car, it can’t get by on looks and iffy claims alone. To return some
street cred to the TR6, we set out to make some tried-and-true performance improvements on the car.
Our subject car is a very nice 1975 model that came to us with bone-stock running gear, including the engine, carbs and
ignition. Before starting, we baselined its acceleration and horsepower figures. The car covered the zero-to-60 sprint in
about 13.5 seconds—disappointing, but what we expected—while its engine produced a maximum of 74 horsepower at
the rear wheels. That horsepower number was also right where we expected it to be. Our goal was simple: We wanted to
improve performance without sacrificing drivability. Additionally, we didn’t want to rebuild the engine or make overly
expensive changes. To that end, we decided on some mild changes that would give our TR6 the desired performance boost
while maintaining its docile street manners.
The meat of our recipe would be a ported and shaved cylinder head. To help get more air and fuel through that head, we’d
also be adding a new camshaft, a pair of side-draft carburetors and a performance exhaust. Finally, we’d give the engine
a good tune-up.
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Tech Corner - continued
In with the new, out with the old:

The stock engine setup included dual Zenith-Stromberg CD-175 carbs. These can be rebuilt, but we had other plans.

While people are often quick to swap carbs and cams, the cylinder head is usually the key to any performance
modifications. Putting big carbs on a poorly flowing cylinder head is like increasing only the big end of a funnel; if the
small end is left alone, the funnel isn’t going to flow any better. Likewise, a high-lift, long-duration camshaft won’t do
much if the head can’t breathe well.
To get our project going, we pulled the cylinder head and sent it to CD’s Engine Service for some work. For about $800,
they performed a three-angle valve job, opened the ports and shaved the face by 0.150 inch—that last move would raise
the stock 7.5:1 compression ratio to 9.2:1.
This order sounds simple, but it’s not. CD’s has an experienced staff that has ported a lot of cylinder heads through the
years, so we knew we were in good hands. We’ve seen a lot of “ported and polished” heads that were done by less
experienced people; as a result, we found they didn’t offer what they claimed. Since this is the most important part of a
performance upgrade, we highly recommend seeking out a good shop for the work.
Our test car’s camshaft was showing its age, so we decided to replace it. We turned to Good Parts for their $299 GP2 cam
and $75 lifter set. While many people have found great increases with the Good Parts triple-carb setup, we stuck with just
the cam and lifters.
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Tech Corner - continued
After installing the cam and head, we moved to the ignition system and carbs. University Motors rebuilt the distributor
and made sure its advance curve was suited for performance over emissions. (For more on ignition systems, see Issue 116
of Classic Motorsports.)
While the University Motors crew was working on the distributor, they upgraded it from points to electronic switching via
a PerTronix Ignitor sourced from Moss Motors. The rebuild and electronic conversion setup set us back about $250.
The Zenith-Stromberg CD-175 carbs that came on the car were in decent shape, but had enough wear that they were ready
for a rebuild. Our baseline dyno testing showed that they were running quite rich, which is usually a function of worn-out
needles (easy to replace) and tired jets (more difficult to replace).
To see how our improvements were helping so far, we put the old Zenith-Stromberg carbs back on the engine and recorded
some zero-to-60 runs. Our times had dropped from 13.5 seconds to 10 seconds flat. Our Innovate Motorsports LM-1 wideband air/fuel meter confirmed that we were still running rich, but we were obviously making more power. It was time to
finally address the worn-out carbs.
While Zentih-Strombergs can be rebuilt and tuned to work and perform quite well, we chose to switch to new Weber carbs.
In fact, we installed the first 45MCHH kit made for the TR6. The 45MCHH is a new carburetor that is basically half of
the tried-and-true DCOE. However, where the DCOE is a twin-choke carb, the 45MCHH features a single-choke setup.
The DCOE and 45MCHH share many internal parts, meaning the setup and tuning procedures are nearly identical.
Why did we only go with two carbs instead of three? Our math showed that our two carbs would provide enough flow for
our engine’s 2498cc displacement and 6000 rpm redline.

The 45MCHH kit is a slick, easy-to-install setup. A set of adapters join the Weber carbs to the stock TR6 intake manifold.
A supplied linkage and choke cable mate the carbs to the stock throttle linkage. Two chrome-topped, foam-core air filters
keep things clean—and looking good, too. Installation of the carbs was quick, taking only about an hour and a half. The
price for the kit is about $749.95 from Interco Products or one of its dealers.
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Tech Corner - continued
The 45MCHH kit is a slick, easy-to-install setup. A set of adapters join the Weber carbs to the stock TR6 intake manifold.
A supplied linkage and choke cable mate the carbs to the stock throttle linkage. Two chrome-topped, foam-core air filters
keep things clean—and looking good, too. Installation of the carbs was quick, taking only about an hour and a half. The
price for the kit is about $749.95 from Interco Products or one of its dealers.

One Final Tune:

Once installed, the Weber carbs were ready to do their work.
To really dial in everything, we headed back to the dyno one more time. A few pulls revealed that we were running a bit
lean under load—more like 13:1 than our desired 12.5:1. Power was looking good—we were up to 94 peak horsepower
at the wheels—but we knew we could do better.
Before correcting our air/fuel mixture, we wanted to make sure our ignition timing was as good as it could get. We always
work this way: optimize ignition first, then work with mixture.
Our initial timing setting was 30 degrees BTDC at 4000 rpm. (This was with the vacuum retard disconnected.) Since the
compression ratio was still on the low side, we figured the engine would take more advance. We were right.
Before each pull, we inched up the timing one degree. For a little while, each degree added about one more horsepower
to the rear wheels, with engine output peaking at 38 degrees. Since we were making the same power from 35 to 38 degrees,
we backed the timing down to 37 degrees.
Now that the timing was set, we finalized our jetting choices for the carburetors. Richer main jets and air correctors
brought our peak power to a very respectable 100 horsepower at the wheels.
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Tech Corner – continued
Back at our test site, we found that our zero-to-60 times had dropped quite nicely. We were now down to 8.4 seconds,
only a fraction of a second behind the latest Mazda MX-5 Miata. The TR6 was performing very well and drivability was
great, proving that well-planned performance modifications and a good tune can really feed a choked classic.
Back at our test site, we found that our zero-to-60 times had dropped quite nicely. We were now down to 8. 4 seconds,
only a fraction of a second behind the latest Mazda MX-5 Miata. The TR6 was performing very well and drivability was
great, proving that well-planned performance modifications and a good tune can really feed a choked classic.

Devil Is in the Details:

This dyno graph shows the strength of good parts selection and tuning.
People often ask us how one new engine part will improve a car’s performance. That’s usually a hard question to answer,
since the engine is a system and not a set of independent parts.
We got our power increases by using the right combination of head work (porting and compression ratio increase),
camshaft (one matched to compression ratio and desired power band), ignition work (timing and advance curve) and carbs
(size and jetting). We knew from experience that head modifications made the biggest difference—about 15 horsepower
at the wheels—but we were able to unlock even more power from the head through the other improvements we made.
Throwing parts at a car is fun. Tuning one takes a little more work, but the results are often quite impressive.
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Classifieds for Sale
For Sale, 1959 TR3a – for restoration Asking $8000.00 – negotiable
Circumstances require me to abandon this 2-year ongoing restoration project. There are many parts, too numerous to list
or show photos of. An extensive library of photos can be viewed through this link:
https://share.icloud.com/photos/0EDnlQUW5hC0_UC4pkBWsXZTA#Naples
The vast majority of parts are located at a storage facility in Naples. Interested parties should contact Fred Farrell at
(239) 935-8556 to discuss details or email - ffred2069@gmail.com
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Classifieds for Sale - continued
1973 Triumph Spitfire for Sale, asking $5,100 or Best Offer
This Spitfire is mechanically sound and purrs like a Kitten. All five (5) tires and stems have been replaced recently. The
Odometer has 55960 on it. Walnut dashboard has cracks in center console. Interior needs refurbishing that has been started.
The interior door panels have been removed while door hardware is being replaced, such as handles. I still have all parts.
The convertible top is weathered and has some holes. The right rear fender and right door are damaged. I've kept the car
under a strong VB4000 car cover. This car needs work to be perfect. The car can be seen in Palmetto, FL. Contact Ernest
Beattie at 678-451-9919 or e-mail cueballandred@gmail.com
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Classifieds for Sale - continued
For Sale, Original Owner’s 1975 Triumph TR6 – Asking $20,000 for Everything or
Make Offer
It started out as a Pumpkin Colored Topaz roadster since that was the only color the dealer had. In 1998, I worked in a
British repair and paint shop, so I did a frame-off restoration and painted it bright red. I had a spare engine that was blue
printed and balanced that I installed in it. It has a spinoff oil filter, oil cooler, supplemental head oil supple, Tourist
Trophy Wood Steering Wheel and the seats were replaced with buckets from a Mazda RX7
It does have a few issues that need to be addressed. The plastic handle on the hood release broke and one of the rear
brakes tends to stick. It could use a tune-up and the carburetors balanced. It is a little loud, but I have a new Moss Motors ’
muffler that can be installed.
The paint is immaculate. This TR6 has 92,000 miles, but only 5,000 since the restoration. It has always been in a garage.

A variety of used spare parts come with the car, examples are wheels, trunk lid, oil pan, valve cover, master cylinder,
distributor, intake and exhaust manifolds, heater core, gas tank, passenger door, windshield frame, front grill, radiator,
and numerous front suspension parts. There are many more, but too many to list here. Some of the parts are hard if not
impossible to find.

Contact James S. Powell in Katy, Texas, at Mobile: 281-513-2306 or e-mail address jamesspowell@yahoo.com
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Vendor Services and Suppliers
Tampa Area - DCOE Carburetors - Standard Rebuild is $350 (set
of two)
Carry a full supply of parts. If I don't have what you need, I should be able to get it. Picture below is of a
set I did for a Lotus. It includes the rebuild kit, new throttle return springs and throttle shaft seals. It also
includes ultrasonic cleaning, glass bead blasting and polishing of the brass bits as well replacing the
standard hardware with newly plated hardware. Contact Mark Dubovick at Mark’s Automotive, 813786-7534 or dcoecarbguy@earthlink.net
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

Vendor
and
Continued

Services
Suppliers -
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LiteZupp Industries, LLC
LED lighting for positive and negative
grounded British and other vintage cars, (Dash,
Parking, Brakes & Signal)
Website: www.litezupp.com.
Jim Thompson
817-337-0562
jimt@ieee.org

Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued
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Stainless for Classics
Nottinghamshire UK
Paul Copeland
E-MAIL: paul.7@ntlworld.com

Sample 1500 Spitfire Carb Heat Shield

British Tools & Fasteners, LLC
7696 Route 31
Lyons, NY 14489
Phone: 315 946 9400, Fax: 315 946
4456
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

TRIUMPH RESCUE
617 Walnut St.
P.O. Box 185
Bally, PA 19503
(610) 845-8217
Monday to Friday 7am-5pm
Saturdays – may be
Email anytime
triumphs@triumphrescue.com

Stainless for Classics

Rogers Motors

Nottinghamshire UK
Paul Copeland
E-MAIL: paul.7@ntlworld.com

Parts and Accessories for Classic
British Cars
Sample 1500 Spitfire Carb Heat
Shield

Contact Rogers Motors
PO Box 603
Shutesbury, MA 01072
(413) 259-1722
rogers@jollyrogersmotors.com

https://jollyrogersmotors.com
Specialize in Lucas electrical
original new old stock, used and
reproduction parts.
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Vendor Services and Suppliers - Continued

http://www.britishautosalvage.com
“Anything and everything to do with
British Cars"
We have one of the largest collections of
Vintage British Automobile parts and
parts cars in the World. We stock original,
new, used, NOS, cores, and rebuilt parts
for most collectible British models from
the 1950s to the early '80s.

Nobody knows more about Smiths and British Jaeger Automotive
and Vintage Racing gauges and instruments than Nisonger Instruments!

CONTACT US: For current rebuilding, new instrument or parts pricing, please phone us weekdays between 8am
& 5pm (Eastern Time) @ (914) 381-1952, or e-mail us 24/7 at info@nisonger.com.
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`Triumphs Live On’
TSWFL Supporters

The Roadster Factory:
http://www.the-roadsterfactory.com
VISIT
US—DELIVERY
ADDRESS

328 Killen Road, Armagh,
Pennsylvania, USA
U.S.

MAIL

ADDRESS

PO Box 332, Armagh, PA
15920, USA

Advance Auto Parts - Store
9226
50 PINE ISLAND ROAD
Level II Phone Sales –
N. FORT MYERS, FL 33903
(800)
234-1104
239-997-6900
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Monday
Friday
7:30
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
AM Monday:
Saturday
9:30
PM
Technical
Research
7:30
Department:
AM Tuesday:
(814)
446-4491
9:30
12:30
p.m.
6:00
p.m.
PM
7:30
AM Wednesday:
9:30
PM
7:30
AM Thursday:
9:30
PM
7:30
AM Friday:
9:30
Order Toll Free: (800) 667- 7872
PM
http://www.mossmotors.com/
7:30
AM Saturday:
9:30
PM
8:00
AM Sunday:
8:30
PM

